Email from Chancellor Rosenberg dated June 26, 2007

Dear Presidents:

Here is what I am thinking of recommending to the Board at our Special meeting on July 10 in Orlando. Note that these recommendations are separate but related. We will need to discuss and embroider as necessary. I appreciate your comments and will look forward to more detailed discussions if necessary!


2. A 3-year moratorium on new FTIC admissions beyond the funded legislative level; work through unfunded backlog of students in the SUS. (Community college transfers and all other transfers would be admitted on a space available basis. Identify and number size of freshman class in each institution.)


4. Consider cutbacks in galleries and museums that are not related to undergraduate education; reduce library hours and possibly acquisitions that are not directly related to instructional and research programs; reduce library hours.

5. Freeze administrative hiring, except those waived by the President and except student advisers, mental health counselors, police and public safety.

6. Reallocate internal funding sufficient to have a redundant campus-wide communication alert system in place by Spring 2008.

Sincerely yours,
Mark B. Rosenberg
Chancellor

cc: SUS Provosts
SUS Governmental Relations Representatives
BOG Senior Staff
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